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Amnesia otome game english

UPDATE: (Author's note) This post is old, and hasn't been updated for months. To view the updated version, click on the link below: Otome Games in Nintendo Switch (English) ~ Updated version ~ Since the Vita apocalypse finally appeared on us, many otome fans at the event were left in the dark after Sony's big announcement to close production of PS Vita physical games.
With this shocking news at hand, localization companies such as Idea Factory Intl. and Aksys Games, which are known to bring popular otome titles to the event, have stopped announceing any otome games this year. So where does that leave us otome fans? While there are still plenty of otome games that digitally make their way west through a variety of media (PC, Steam,
mobile and switch), this post will touch those available in the Nintendo Switch console. Below I will list all the otome titles currently available in the online store (NA and EU): Men of Yosiwar: Kikuya Game Review Voiced? NO Price: 19.99 USD Chlo's Rating: 5/10 Comments: I personally, liked this game because of its *cough* steamy content and beautiful art. Some routes were
great and others were boring. It's a bit expensive, though for an unan voiced. Recommended routes: Kagura, Kageru, Takao. Yoshiwara's Men: Oghiya Game Review (ongoing) Voiced? NO Price: 14.99 USD Chlo's Rating: NA Comments: In terms of the sound and mechanics of the game, I find it better than the first series of Yoshiwara. Story-wise, I only finished the Takigawa
itinerary, so I can't spell out any thoughts if this game was better than its predecessor. I like Oghiya MC more than Kikuya MC. Magic Empire Gaming Review Voiced? PRICE YES: 24.99 USD Chlo's Rating: 4/10 Comments: The only thing I liked about this game were the voice of actors and works of art. The story was super soft and most routes ended in haste. Featured Routes:
Kay Yoshimin, Soshi Amazaki Pub Meeting Dandy Shot Game Review (underway) Voiced? NO Price: 16.99 USD Chlo's Ranking: NA Comments: I kept putting this game down for some reason lol. I've heard some mixed reviews regarding Dandy Shot (Pub Encounters). The room was quite big and comfortable. I just finished the Juse Ryunosuka route, he's a zunder and his story
wasn't that bad. Destiny Princess Game review (in progress) Voiced? NO Price: 14.99 USD Chlo's Rating: NA Comments: One grip I had for this game was that because it was a CGs mobile port on the switch looked very strange and stretched. The game has an interesting prologue and I really enjoyed its steamy content.^^; I've finished three routes so far. Some were good, while
others were meh. Featured Routes: Nobunaga Amazing Shinsengumi Game Overview (In progress) Voiced? NO Price: 11.99 USD Chlo's Rating: NA Comments: I played prologue games and it was boring as heck. I don't route yet, but based on hearing (from the otome community), this game apparently borders a bit on rape scenarios? Haha, if you are someone who is
uncomfortable with this, it may be better to stay out of this game.^^;; Ayakashi Koi Jikioku Game Review Voiced? YES Price: 24.99 USD Chlo's Rating: 3/10 Comments: This game had a great voiceover. That's it. The story is bad and the translations are the worst. ** Editing: A recent patch update has been released for this game that captures horrible translations. Gakuen Club
Gaming Review Voiced? PRICE: 24.99 USD Chlo's Rating: 5/10 Comments: This game wasn't that bad. We also always understand that all the properties to be the most picturesque. But because all the main characters were younger high school teenagers, the game didn't appeal to me as much. recommended itinerary: Saku Takazawa, Tom Sakai Iris School of Sorceress Vinculum Hearts Game Review Voiced? YES price: 24.99 USD Chlo's Rating: 5/10Comments: Just like Ayakoi, translations were bad enough in this game, but the story itself was pretty decent. I loved the style of manga shoujo games and I believe I enjoyed a couple of routes on this one. Featured routes: Mathias, A-Jay, Iris ***Edit: A recent patch has been released fixing English
translations of the game! ^^ Comments: Again, the Game's English divisions needed proofreading. However, I was able to chug it all up because the story was so cute. Artistic style of play, music, voiceover and pleasant stories were his redemption qualities. Recommended routes: Kohei, TakumaComments: (Edited) If you have second thoughts, should you shell out 50 bux to get
this game in the switch library. Here's my advice: GET IT! If you haven't played the game, it's definitely a gem. When it comes to arc characters and storylines, I can't recommend Nightshade enough! Ask other Nightshade fans and they'll tell you the same thing! Ha! (*'▽'*) Featured Routes: ALL Game Review (in progress) Voiced: NO price: 19.99 USD Chlo Rating: NAComments:
Didn't really touch this game at all even in mobile devices, but I expected the story to be about the same quality as any voltage the mobile otome game would have. This series of games has a good amount of fan base though, so maybe it's something to say? ┐('~' )┌ Game Review (in process) Voiced: NO price: 19.99 USD Chlo Rating: NAComments: As mentioned above, I
haven't really touched this series at all even in mobile devices, but I expected the story to be about the same quality as any voltage the mobile otome game would have. This series of games has a good amount of fan base though, so maybe it's something to say? ┐('~' )┌Game Review (goes on) Voiced: NO Price: 29.99 USD Chlo Rating: NAComments: The Star Crossed Myth
series is another voltage name that has recently been moved to a switch. If you're wondering if this port has the same amount of history and additional content that had a mobile voltage app, here's what you to purchase a full game console game All The Stories of the Protagonist and POVs, Epilogues, Sequels, Sequels to All Characters POV Sequel, Sequel Epilogues, Reflections
on Love (Side Stories), S2 Porlogue, Promise of Infinity (Side Stories), Promise of Infinity (All Character's POV). Game review (in process) Voiced: NO price: 29.99 USD Chlo's Rating: NAComments: Same, as its predecessor, the content you get from buying its full console price: All the stories of the protagonist and POVs, Epilogues, Sequels, Sequels to All POV Characters,
Epilogues Sequel, Musings on Love (Side Stories), S2 Porlogue, Promise of Infinity (Side Stories), Promise of Infinity (POV of All Characters). Game overview (in process) Voiced: NO price: 24.99 USD Chlo's Rating: NAComments: The first name of Otoman, which was ported on the Switch console. It's one of the first otome games I played at Vita and I was so happy when I heard
it finally comes to switch. Get this game if you can! You will not be disappointed. Promise! Comments: Amazing (fandisc) sequel to the first series of Code Realize. If you are craving more adventures with cardia and lupin gangs, take my advice and get this game! This fan will also feature Finis and Holme's own routes. Game review (in process) Voiced: NO price: 14.99 Rating
Chloe: NA Comments: I use to have a mobile version of this game and I only played Lufna (cat) route. It's all right. History (for this one route) is kind of mind-overwhelming. I might try to finish the rest of the routes in one day (playing the switch version) and write a review, but if you plan to get this game, maybe get Yoshiwara instead or get it when it's up for sale. Game review (in
process) Voiced: NO (partial only) Price: 24.99 Chloe rating: NAComments: Don't be fooled into deciphering this game's online store as voiced because IT'S NOT! The game is partially voiced, partly, I mean, you will only hear yelps and grunts lmao! Honestly, it is not worth its full price! This game is also straight to the mobile port and nothing new has been added to it in the
console version.Comments: Collar x Malice is finally on the switch! This game is my absolute favorite name otome! Romance is pretty damn good, yes... but it's actually a storyline that will leave you completely submerged! For the life of me, I recommend this game 100%! While Otomate, Japan's leading company in producing otome games slowly but surely moving to the Nintendo
Switch as the primary visual new console, there has not yet been any announcement whether any of their older and new names (for switch) are localized. If you're wondering which games (no Otomat titles included) are currently available in the Japan Online Store Switch, here's a list below for physical and digital releases:(The list below doesn't include games that have already
been localized)For other Otomate upcoming titles of 2019, you can refer to these following messages:(The list below doesn't include games that have already been localized)For other Otomate upcoming titles of 2019, you can refer to these following posts:If you think I missed some other titles (I made lol), please let me know so I can update this list. Archive Nyans Select Month
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